In order to support the maintenance of object-oriented software systems, the quality of their design must be evaluated using adequate quantification means. 
Introduction
There is no perfect software design. Like all human activities, the process of designing software is error prone and objectoriented design makes no exception. The flaws of the design structure have a strong negative impact on quality attributes such as flexibility or maintainability [4] . Thus, the identification and detection of these design problems is essential for the evaluation and improvement of software quality.
The fact that the software industry is nowadays confronted with a big number of large-scale legacy systems written in an object-oriented language, which are monolithic, inflexible and hard to maintain shows that just knowing the syntax elements of an object-oriented language or the concepts involved in the object-oriented technology is far from being sufficient to produce good software. Thus, on one hand, a good object-oriented design needs design rules and heuristics [6] , [18] that must be known and used. On the other hand, as De Marco pointed out [2] , in order to control the quality of a design we need proper quantification means. But is it possible to express these "gooddesign" rules in a quantifiable manner?
Problem Statement
The previous experiences of applying object-oriented design metrics for the assessment and improvement of design quality in object-oriented systems are encouraging [3] , [10] , [7] but, the use of metrics as it is now raises a set of new problems, summarized below:
• The interpretation of individual measurements is too finegrained if metrics are used in isolation; this reduces the applicability and relevance of metrics usage. Thus, in most cases individual measurements do not provide relevant clues regarding the cause of a problem. In other words, a metric value may indicate an anomaly in the code but it leaves the engineer mostly clueless concerning the ultimate cause of the anomaly.
• There is a lack of relevant feedback link in quality models. In other words, we measure, we set thresholds, we identify suspects, but the metric by itself does not provide enough information for a transformation of the code that would improve quality. Thus, the developer is provided only with the problem and he or she must still empirically find the real cause and eventually look for a way to improve the design.
In conclusion, there is a major gap between the things that we measure and the issues that have an important quality impact at the design level.
The Thesis
The gap between qualitative and quantitative statements, concerning object-oriented software design can be bridged using higher-level, goal-driven methods for measurement interpretation.
The goal of the dissertation was to develop methods and techniques that provide a relevant interpretation of measurement results applied to the investigation of object-oriented software design.
Detection Strategy
As already mentioned, a metric does not provide in itself enough information for making a decision for a code transformation that would improve quality. In this context, this work introduced a new mechanism, named detection strategy, for increasing the relevance and usability of metrics in object-oriented design by providing a higher-level (more abstract level) means for interpreting measurement results. A detection strategy was defined in the work [11] as: "the quantifiable expression of a rule by which design fragments that are conforming to that rule can be identified in the source-code".
The main goal of a strategy is to provide the engineer with a mechanism that will allow him or her to work with metrics on a more abstract level, which is conceptually much closer to his real intentions in using metrics. Such rules may refer both to design recovery (understanding of design) and the identification of design flaws (evaluation of design).
Detection Strategy. An Example
Let's assume that we want to find the poor encapsulated classes i.e., those classes that exhibit their data in the interface. For this we use two metrics: the first one to count the number of public attributes (NOPA) and the other one to count the number of accessor methods (NOAM) [10] . We decide that the classes we want to find are those with the most public data from the project, but that they should not have less than 3 public attributes or 5 accessor-methods. Therefore, the detection strategy can be expressed as follows 1 :
PoorEncapsulatedClasses := (NOPA, HigherThan(3) and NOPA, TopValues(10%)) or (NOAM, HigherThan(5) and NOAM, TopValues(10%))
As you might have already noticed, the most sensitive part in a detection strategy is the selection of threshold values. The issue is addressed in detail in the dissertation [11] and in [16] .
Comprehensive Catalogue of Detection Strategies
In order to support the assessment of design quality, the dissertation defined a suite of 15 detection strategies, that either quantify deviations from different good-design rules found in the literature [14, 18] or "bad smells" of code [4] . The flaws are classified in conformity with the design entities that they affect i.e., methods, classes and subsystems. In addition to these we introduced a fourth category: micro-design flaws. Design flaws that fall in this category affect not only a class, but a cluster of classes (or subsystems). In this category we included those cases where a particular design pattern [5] should have been applied, but the pattern solution was ignored. 
Factor-Strategy Quality Model
The ultimate goal of this dissertation was to demonstrate that the gap between qualitative and quantitative statements can be bridged. Therefore we focused our attention inevitably on the issue of quality models. The first discovery was a general drawback of classical approaches [15] which can be synthesized as follows: the ability to identify the real causes of quality weaknesses as perceived from the outside (e.g., poor maintainability, low reuse level) is severely hampered by the fact that the metrics level in Factor-Criteria-Metrics (FCM) quality models is too fine-grained to allow an understanding of the real design problems, which consequently hinders the proper redesign decisions, for a long-term increase of quality.
As a consequence, the Factor-Strategy(FS) quality model was defined, being a novel approach in which quality factors are expressed (in the sense of decomposition) in a set of quantifiable rules that identify violations of design principles, rules and heuristics (see Figure 2 2 ). The "quantifiable rules" are expressed by the suite of detection strategies defined earlier in this work (see Section 4.2). 2 The acronyms that appear in the ovals on the right side of Figure 2 represent metrics, and the arrows show which metric appears in which detection strategy (rectangles). The concrete metrics are not relevant for the understanding of this picture The set of detection strategies used in the context of a FactorStrategy quality model can be regarded as a "knowledge-box" of good design for the given design paradigm. The larger the knowledge-box, the more accurate the quality assessment is. The knowledge-box, as such, is indispensable for any quality model. Although not visible at first sight, it is also present in the "classical" FCM models. The knowledge-box is not obvious in the FCM approach because of its implicit character, while it becomes explicit in the FS model.
The Factor-Strategy approach has two major improvements over the traditional approaches:
• The construction of the quality model is easier because the quality of the design is naturally and explicitly linked to the principles and good-style rules of object-oriented design. This approach is in contrast with the classical FactorCriteria-Metric approach, where in spite of the decomposition of external quality factors into measurable criteria, quality is eventually linked to metrics in a way that is less intuitive and natural.
• The interpretation of the strategy-driven quality model occurs at a higher abstraction level i.e., the level of design principles, and therefore it leads to a direct identification of the real causes of quality flaws, as they are reflected in flaws at the design level. As we pointed out earlier, in this new approach quality is expressed and evaluated in terms of an explicit knowledge-box of object-oriented design.
Besides the improvement of the quality assessment process, the detection strategies used in the context of a Factor-Strategy quality model proved to have a further applicability, at the conceptual level: for the first time a quality factor could be described in a concrete and sharp manner with respect to a given programming paradigm. This is achieved by describing the quality factors in terms of the detection strategies that capture design problems that affect the quality factor, within the given paradigm.
Contributions Summary
The approach presented in this work brings a number of essential contributions to the field of quality assessment in objectoriented design based on software metrics. These contributions are summarized below as follows:
• Definition of the detection strategy concept as a proper means for a higher-level measurement interpretation. Detection strategies are a means for defining metrics-based rules. They offer an encapsulation of metrics in a higherlevel construct that permits a more meaningful interpretation and usage. For the first time, detection strategies become a mechanism for "articulating" (expressing, quantifying) rules related to the structure of code and design in terms of metrics.
• A method usable in practice for quantifying informal code-and design-related rules. The dissertation does not only define the mechanism to objectify and quantify such rules, but it does also provide a methodology for moving from informal descriptions of rules to detection strategies.
• A suite of detection strategies for the identification of well-known design flaws. For the first time descriptions of design problems like "Feature Envy" [4] or "God Classes" [18] are quantifiable and detectable. In addition to that, the suite also contains detection strategies for identifying places in the source code where a particular design pattern should have been applied.
• Definition of a quality model based on detection strategies. Although the proposed model is also decompositional one, yet for the first time in this model quality communicates with the principles, rules and heuristics of good object-oriented design -objectified by the different detection strategies -instead of being mapped to "pure numbers" (measurement results). The main advantage of this new quality model is that it leads to a direct identification of the real causes of quality flaws, as they are reflected in flaws at the design level.
• Strong tool support for the high level of automatization and scalability of the approach. The tool support is covering all the methods and techniques presented in this work from the definition and execution of new metrics and detection strategies, up to the definition of complex quality models based on detection strategies. The tool support has a high-level of language-independency, as it works on a unified meta-model for object-oriented languages. The provided tool support makes the approach scalable, and this is proved by the fact that the tools were used for analyzing real-world systems containing up to 1 million LOC.
• Concrete evaluation of the concepts, methods and techniques defined and presented in this thesis, based on two versions of an industrial case-study and a suite of smaller research and university projects. We have shown in the dissertation, based on the case studies that the Factor-Strategy quality model is usable in practice and provides the engineer with information that is not only relevant for quality assessment, but also for the further improvement of the system's design.
Scientific and Practical Impact of the Thesis
The relevance of the concepts introduced and developed by this thesis is emphasized also by the publications that resulted from it. Thus, apart from the thesis itself [11] , several papers [8, 10, 12, 13, 16] were accepted in the mainstream conferences of the maintenace and reengineering community. Currently, a book -entitled Object-Oriented Metrics in Practice -containing an enhanced version of this work is in print at Springer Verlag.
In the years following the defense of the thesis, the concepts introduced here inspired the research of other Ph.D. students: Raţiu and Gîrba [17] applied the detection strategy concept for finding design problems that are revealed by the history of the system; while Trifu [19] defines correction strategies as a mean to address by refactorings the design problems which are detected using the suite of detection strategies defined in this dissertation.
Concerning the practical impact of the thesis, it is worth to mention that the detection strategy concept introduced by this dissertation, together with a suite of metrics used for measuring inheritance-based coupling [9] , were integrated in a well-known family of commercial CASE tools i.e., Borland's Together Control Center product family.
